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Title
Yad Charutzim-Tiferes Israel Congregation (Cincinnati, Ohio) Records

Dates
1925-1993 (bulk 1974-1993)

Collection Number
MS-634

Repository
The Jacob Rader Marcus Center of the American Jewish Archives

Creator
Yad Charutzim-Tiferes Israel Congregation (Cincinnati, Ohio)

Extent
0.4 linear feet (1 Hollinger box)

Language of the Material
English, German, and Yiddish

Administrative Information

Biographical Sketch

Scope and Content

Arrangement
The collection is arranged in one (1) series: A. General.

Terms of Access
The collection is open for use; no restrictions apply.

Preferred Citation
Footnotes and bibliographic references should refer to the Yad Charutzim-Tiferes Israel Congregation (Cincinnati, Ohio) Records and the American Jewish Archives. A suggestion for at least the first citation is as follows:

[Description], [Date], Yad Charutzim-Tiferes Israel Congregation (Cincinnati, Ohio) Records, MS-634, Box [#], Folder [#]. American Jewish Archives, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Provenance
Received from Andrea Beck, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1999.

Index Terms
Subjects
Jews -- Ohio -- Cincinnati / Orthodox Judaism / Synagogues -- Ohio -- Cincinnati

Personal Names
Yehuda, Zvi A.

Corporate Names
North Avondale Synagogue (Cincinnati, Ohio) / Yad Charutzim-Tiferes Israel Congregation (Cincinnati, Ohio)

Series A. General, 1925-1993

Box and Folder Listing

Box 1. Folder 1. Correspondence, 1974-1992
Box 1. Folder 3. Board meeting notes [photos, calendar], 1988-1990
Box 1. Folder 5. Membership lists, 1974, 1992, undated
Box 1. Folder 6. Synagogue publications, 1974-1993
Box 1. Folder 7. Synagogue programs, undated
Box 1. Folder 8. Songs, undated
Box 1. Folder 10. Study book [German], 1925